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On The Cover-Drum roll please!...Introducing the Hero
of the 1919 Transcontinenal Motor Convoy…The
Militor!

MTA 2015 Officers and Staff
President- Randy Emr
Tel: 973-219-4499

Email: randyemr@aol.com

Vice President- Dennis Vecchiarelli
Tel: 973-338-9497

Email: dvecc907@gmail.com

Sergeant at Arms-Scott Fleck
Tel: 908-391-2777

Email:smokin_diesel62@yahoo.com

Treasurer-Ginnie McDevitt
Tel: 845-987-7896

Parade/Event Coordinator-Peter Schindo
Tel:201-456-4071

Email: info@peterschindo.com

Membership Chairman-Fred Schlesinger
Tel:908-617-5066

Email: fred@mtaofnj.us

Recording Secretary-Vinny Schwartz
Tel: 973-635-2404

Email: vsaws@optonline.net

Newsletter Editor-Dave Steinert
Tel: 973-347-9091

Email: dsteinert@optonline.net

Web Master-George Wagner
Tel: 973-927-7616

Email:wagnergm@verizon.net

2015 Sussex Show Chairman- Bill Murphy
Tel: 973-527-3307

Email: bmurph411@gmail.com

Alternate event ,Holiday Party CoordinatorBrent Weaver
Tel:201-841-1269

Email: Bweav10@gmail.com

Czar of Electronic Media CommunicationBrad Kerber
Tel:973-632-9834

Email:bkerber@optonline.net

THE NEXT MTA MEETING WILL BE HELD ON
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1, 2015 AT THE WHIPPANY
AMERICAN LEGION, LEGION PLACE, WHIPPANY, NJ.
MEETING BEGINS PROMPTLY AT 7:30PM. GET THERE
EARLY FOR PIZZA AND OTHER ITALIAN DELICACIES.

Military Transport Association
Meeting Minutes for Saturday, August 8th 2015
This month’s meeting was conducted between the
munching of snacks and the drinking of beer at the annual
Sven Johnson’s MTA/RB Picnic in Green Township, NJ.
Vice-President Dennis Vecchiarelli gathered the
MTA membership together at 12:35 pm under the shade of a
big old oak tree. (A local folk legend states that George
Washington once stopped at this tree to urinate, while
passing through this area on his way to Morristown in 1777).
With the aroma of barbecue chicken in the air, the
Pledge of Allegiance and a Moment of Silence was conducted
followed by a slightly unruly meeting of over-happy members
and the sound of a WWII British Bren Gun Carrier tearing up
a nearby hill.
Unanimously everyone joyously approved the
minutes printed in the previous newsletter, though a poll taken
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immediately after the meeting revealed that only 45% of the
members in attendance actually read the minutes in the
previous newsletter.
Since no one volunteered to take the meeting
minutes and because the creator of these minutes was one of
the “happy” members who was present at this meeting and
did not have a pen or paper to scribe the minutes at the time,
this is what I kinda remember, and probably not necessary in
the order that they actually happened.
VP Dennis Vecchiarelli read the official Treasury
Report, but I don’t remember the exact numbers, but I know
the club still has lots of money…so that’s pretty good!
Fred Schlesinger reported we still have members…so
I think that’s…really good too!
With the club still having money and members, I
reported that the newsletter would continue to “rock-on”. In
addition, I wanted to thank George Wagner for his article
contribution in the August newsletter…I really don’t remember
what else I said after that!
John Sobotka reported that the 2015 Toy’s for Tot’s
is still on schedule for December…and then the Bren Carrier
made another pass near the meeting area and I couldn’t hear
the rest of what John was saying…so that wasn’t
good!...Sorry John!
Gary Schultz updated the club on the status of
Operation Waffle House…again unanimously everyone
joyously approved the motion to continue supporting these
efforts in Kosovo, even though MTA Member Sheila
Zelaskowski has safely returned to the States and was
present at the picnic…Welcome back Sheila!
Pat Dolan reported on the 2015 Lead East Classic
Car Show at the Parsippany Hilton on September 2-6. The
MTA will be there with the Marines to support the Toys for
Tots Campaign. Members are welcome to attend, but there is
limited space in the club vending area, so contact Pat before
bringing one of your vehicles.
John Sobotka talked about how successful last year’s
event was at the Lead East Show and how he persuaded a
beautiful young girl to…and then the Bren Carrier made
another pass near the meeting area and I couldn’t hear the
rest of what John was saying…again, I’m sorry John!
Gary Schultz and Chris Van Orden reported that
there is another MTA Fall Trail Ride planned for Sunday,
th
September 27 and that all MTA members are invited to
participate (Please see page 2 for more information).
A Life Time Membership to the MTA was presented
to the family of Sven and Helga Johnson for their hospitality in
hosting this annual event.
With no other business to be presented…at least
none that I can remember...the meeting was quickly
adjourned.
Members returned to their families and friends, or to
trail riding, or to snacking and drinking beer. It was a perfect
weather for a picnic.
Again, the MTA wants to thank Sven and Helga
Johnson and their family for again hosting this annual event.
I personally want to thank John Sobotka for his hard
work in organizing all the other events held at the picnic. The
50-50 has become such an entertaining event at the
picnic...John does a great job of organizing and hosting it!
Thank you John…the club really appreciates it!
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UPDATE ON OPERATION WAFFLE HOUSE
Submitted by Gary Schulz
I got another letter from CW2 Jay Soukiassian, our
new Waffle House coordinator below with more photos
attached. Interesting info on the TOEFL program and
corporate support they are getting from Conair/Waring on
the waffle makers.

Announcing ... The 2015 MTA Fall Trail Ride!!
Date: Sunday 9/27 (weather permitting)
Start Time: 9:00 for breakfast at Yetter’s Diner, Hampton, N.J.
(89 Rt 206, Augusta, NJ); …. Breakfast hosted by the MTA for
MTA members and trail ride participants.
Trail ride begins at 10:00 a.m. sharp!

Gary,
Sorry took so long to get back to you,
it has been a crazy week with missions and
schools and deployment in general!
Yes, our 1st SGT did receive that box
from Sheila a good bit ago and I did not
realize that was from your organization until
I asked around. Thank you for that and the
shipment on the way, we are so appreciative
of you and your group for being there for us!
Attached I have a few pics and the
story written up for US Army Europe web
site. We are also the proud new recipients of
4 Commercial Grade waffle irons graciously
donated by Conair/Waring (over $2000 Retail
value) and feel like professionals now with
our capabilities rising allowing us to make 8
waffles at a time, Amazing!
Hope all is well in the States and
again we truly appreciate your support of us
as the Waffle House is by far the Greatest
Morale Booster we have here.

End Time: Approximately 3:00 p.m. at Yetter’s Diner.
Tentative Itinerary: Sunrise Mountain, Great Depression Era
Civilian Conservation Corp camp at Montclair University
School of Conservation (Rest Rooms available at the camp),
French and Indian War Era “Military Supply Road”, Walpack
Cemetery, Pleasant Valley-Columbia Turnpike (c.1819),
Buttermilk Falls (highest waterfall in New Jersey).
Distance: Approximately 35-40 miles
Special Vehicle Conditions: Steep grades, so brakes must
be in good working order. Full tank of gas since the ride will
take place in a remote area. Significant portions of the ride
will be on narrow paved roads and maintained dirt roads
through Stokes State Forest and Delaware Water Gap
National Recreation Area.
Contact: Gary Schultz
grsschultz@aol.com
973 207 8955
or
Chris Van Orden
vanorden61@centurylink.net
973 271 6014

CW2 Soukiassian

We hope you can join us! Please provide the following
information when you sign up:
1. Number of people attending (so we can give Yetter's Diner
a head count).
2. Email address and phone number (so we can contact you
if weather causes the ride to be cancelled).
Please bring an FRS Radio so that we can maintain convoy
communications throughout the route.
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A VISIT TO A GERMAN MILITARY VEHICLE RALLY
By Harold Ratzburg
Back in June, 2015, my little Frau and I went back to
visit her relatives and her old home town of Ulm an/der
Donau, in southern Germany. While there, we had an
opportunity to visit a Military Vehicle Rally of a German MV
Collector Club about 60 miles away.

As you will see in the photos, the German rally looked
a little different than the ones we hold here in the States.
Flea market vendors seem like kind of an incidental
thing. There were only about three vendors scattered
randomly around the show, and the main purpose of the show
seemed to be hanging around the rally to visit with friends and
just show off their vehicles.
Please understand here, that with my old Geezer
hearing problem and limited fluency in the German language,
it was not easy to engage strangers in conversation and find
out more about the rally’s organization. I did find out however,
that the rally was not advertised so that the general public
would be invited, but that word of the rally was spread on the
internet, mostly to members only of the clubs. There was a
limited crowd there on a Saturday afternoon as you can note
in the photos.

The assortment of vehicles was interesting,
American vehicles (and American flags, I am happy to say)
were prominent, with the little M151s seeming to be the most
numerous. European vehicles were varied, ranging in size
from van type vehicles to really big trucks of all kinds, in O.D.
and camo colors. It appears that desert tan of the Desert
Storm era is not that available in Europe, as the tan surplus
trucks are found here in the USA.

The location reminded me of the Weare, NH, rally
here in the USA; in that the setting in a forested area was
very similar.
One thing that the German rallies have that you don’t
see in the USA is a HANDY DANDY BEER GARDEN, where
you could partake of a cool one or two to set the mood, and a
bratwurst sandwich, or other German delicacy to quiet the
hunger pangs.

As an old Geezer that was stationed in Germany
during the Cold War as a G.I. “Amie” (as the “Krauts” called
us American Military Personnel) back in the 1950s, I learned
to appreciate such finer things in the German life style. Life
was good for us Occupation Troops way back, 60 plus, years
ago.
OK, end of this story. See the photos for more details!
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The U.S. Army Vehicles of the 1919
Transcontinental Motor ConvoyThe End of the Road
By David Steinert
In the last issue of MPM, the 1919 Transcontinental
Motor Convoy was making its way across the state of Nevada
heading for the California border and its final destination, San
Francisco.

It was Monday, September 1. Fifty-seven days after
leaving the White house, the convoy reached California. They
made their way from Carson City, Nevada to the small town of
Meyers, California, located just south of Lake Tahoe. They
camped there for the night with temperatures dropping to 30
degrees.
In the morning, the convoy pushed on, it was fifty
miles to Placerville. From here they dropped 5,800 feet down
the American River Canyon on a road of dirt, sand and
broken stone, even today it’s more like free fall than driving.
The drive was uneventful as the vehicles made their way into
Placerville.
The highway system in California at the time was
excellent with the majority of the roads being concrete. The
state had contributed a lot of money and labor to create a
very sufficient highway system even in 1919.
From Placerville their next destination was the sixtyfifth California State Fair in Sacramento and they were going
to be a part of it. This was a huge event, the fair was being
held on a eighty-acre site in Sacramento. For weeks, workers
were busy constructing buildings, grounds, stables and
livestock pens. Seventy-five thousand people lived in this part
of the state and most were looking forward to the fair.
The fair opened on September 1 and twentythousand people came through the gates to enjoy all the
attractions and exhibits. At this time, the convoy was still
making its way to Placerville. On Wednesday, September 3,
the convoy reached Sacramento around two o’clock in the
afternoon and paraded through the business district and past
the state capitol with their welcoming escort and made their
way to their camp at the fairgrounds.
That night a spectacular four-hundred-plate dinner
was arranged for them at the local branch of the WillysOverland Company. There were speeches, music, dancing
and cabaret shows. Sacramento was hoping the convoy
would stay another day, but the offer was turned down as the
convoy left in the morning.
They drove an easy forty-eight miles south through
orchards and vineyards to Stockton. There they camped at
Oak Park, swum at the Olympia Baths, and made their way to
another evening’s celebration. The Mayor of Stockton was
considerate keeping his welcome address short so the men
could enjoy the celebration.
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Oakland was seventy-five miles away through the
Livermore Valley and the stark, burnt-orange fields of the
coastal range. The concrete highway was in excellent
condition and the members of the convoy thought it was the
best section of the Lincoln Highway they’d driven on.
The reception in Oakland was also excellent. The
people of the city had been preparing for the arrival of the
convoy for two months.
The original schedule had the convoy arriving on
Saturday, August 30, two days ahead of the Pacific Fleet’s
arrival in San Francisco Bay. Of course with delays, the
convoy was two or three days late.
On Monday, September 1, the Pacific Fleet sailed
into the bay with an airplane escort overhead, fifty-two
vessels carrying fifteen thousand sailors made its way
through the Golden Gate.
Oakland and San Francisco gave a weeklong party
for the “jackies” or “gobs”, as U.S. Seaman were known back
then. There were dances and parades every day, and then
there was much concern over what might be the proper attire
for young woman faced with this flood of testosterone now
spilling ashore. Low cut dresses were banned as was the
shimmy or wiggly movement woman are prone to do to attract
the opposite sex.
In San Francisco, at least for now, the celebration
was focused on the sailors of the Pacific Fleet, with dinners,
dances and fireworks that lasted until the early hours of the
morning.
In the bright sunshine on the morning of Saturday,
September 6, two ferries waited in Oakland Harbor to take the
convoy to San Francisco. Six of the Pacific Fleet’s new
destroyers were moored nearby, two of these weighed anchor
to escort them through the battle gray armada arrayed across
the sparkling waves.
On the San Francisco side of the bay, they unloaded
at the Ferry Building; it took an hour to get them lined up in
formation, while civilian and other military motor escorts
waited to join them on Main Street.

At eleven o’clock sharp, the convoy set off towards
th
Market Street. A platoon of policeman and a troop of the 11
Cavalry led them through the crowds, while bands played
beneath vast floral arches from another parade held earlier in
the week for the fleet. Above them, the windows of all the
buildings downtown were packed with waving, cheering
people. The convoy had finally arrived!
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So, What the Hell is a Militor!
By David Steinert
The Militor arrived in San Francisco five days behind the
rest of the convoy. It had been left behind in Salt City, Utah,
where it had been completely overhauled. It took the railroad
over two weeks to ship it to the coast.
Amongst other reasons, the 1919 Transcontinental
Motor Convoy was an experiment in long-distance truck transport
that involved eighty-one "vehicles and trailers" many in multiples,
the point being to test as many aspects of over-the-road
transport as they could at one time. Included was several 5-ton
Mack AC's, several Garfords, FWD's and Liberty trucks
representing the "heavies". In addition, lots of ton-and-a-half
Packards, Whites, GMC's and Dodges.

They used four different types of tires and evaluated
each. The convoy also included some obvious service vehicles
which weren't the ones actually being scrutinized. It brought
along a five-ton Maxwell artillery tractor. The armor had been
removed of course and this little dozer served as the Militor's
slow-motion compatriot in the fight to keep the army’s “urban
cowboy” vehicles out of the mud on their epic, transcontinental
journey.

You can read the notes and the convoy logs and
overall you'll see that the Garfords failed miserably. The other
heavies did okay but slowed down the real stars which were
the little, two-ton-and-under trucks.
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The Packards were the stars of these trouble-free
Olympics but GMC, White and Dodge proved reliable as well.
On balance, lots of good intelligence was gathered: The chaindrive trucks like the Mack and the Garford were useless in deep
sand.

Of the original eighty-one vehicles, six hadn’t finished
the journey. Apart from the Militor, they’d lost one truck on a
mountainside in Pennsylvania, another had broken down beyond
repair on the Goodyear Cutoff, and three of the four kitchen
trailers had been practically demolished by the awful roads.
Many more of these vehicles might have become
roadside trash if not for the herculean efforts of the Militor. This
brute of a vehicle pulled many of these vehicles from their death
and towed them, sometimes four or five at a time to an area
where they could be repaired or salvaged so they could continue
the journey.
In other words, they brought the Militor so it could pull
their asses out when the commercial trucks they were so
convinced could emplace a 155mm howitzer got stuck.
The Militor, brain-wave of the Army Caliber Board, was
a five-ton, four-wheel-drive tractor, or, depending on the source,
a three-ton tractor. One of the goodies built into the Militor was
the clever ring-gear drive pictured next which not only kept the
drive line up out of things, but also added another level of gear
reduction at the hub.

This from Lt. Col Dwight D. Eisenhower's convoy
notes, 11/1919: "The Militor, equipped with power winch and
spade in rear, did wonderful work in pulling vehicles out of
holes, sand pits, etc. The 5-ton tractor was also very
efficiently used for this purpose. On one occasion at least, the
Militor came into camp at night towing four trucks, showing
that its power plant was almost perfect”.
Seventy-five were built, most configured as tractors
but a few fitted with the standard, ammunition body. None
exist anymore because they simply got plugged into heavy
pulling jobs until they wore out.
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This concludes the story of the 1919 Transcontinental
Motor Convoy. Most of the story presented was summarized
from the book “American Road” by Pete Davies. Much of the
politics was left out in the version presented in MPM. I tried to
present the story based on the vehicles that were involved in
this monumental trip across the United States when the
American Highway system was still in its infancy and the
effort it took to overcome all the obstacles that challenged the
men and vehicles daily on this journey.

For Sale- 1959 M-100 trailer with a clean N.J. title, no rust,
with extra set of wheels. Someone cut a small door into the
back panel that doesn't take away from it. Otherwise in nice
cond. that looks good. It comes with two military generators
(years unknown) also a bow and both brackets for a M-38
jeep canvas top in it. $700. for all, located in central N.J. Call
Phil Galvano 732-539-4919
For Sale-Parting out a M37, have both body & engine parts. I
also have MB, GPW and CJ Jeep parts, plus some wheels for
a CJ. Call Tom Weaver at (973)-627-9448.

To add or remove listings from the Classifieds, please
email Dave Steinert at dsteinert@optonline.net or call
973-347-9091.
For Free-Dodge M37 rear end housing, M-37 rear axles long
and short side $50.00 for the pair. Dodge WC combat rims
with old ndcc 9.00 x 16 tires mounted on them $75.00 each.
Dodge WC51 transmission non syncro may need rebuild,
came from non-running truck $100. Please contact Matt
Ziegler @ 973 445 3890, anytime. (9/15)
For Sale: M38 Parts- original windshield in good condition,
glass cracked- $100. Pair of original fenders, good condition,
restorable- $50 for the pair. 5- 7:00 x 16 NDT tires, used in
good condition- $150 for the set. Call or email Mark: 973906-1069, markkb@optonline.net (9/15)
FOR SALE: FOUR GOOD CONDITION / TRAILER
TIRES MOUNTED
(PAINT
PEELING)
/ ST205X75R`5
GOODYEAR MARATHON RADIALS / RATED LOAD C. Rims
have 5 hole pattern w/ 4-1/2 center. ASKING $80. CAN BRING
TO A MEETING OR GILBERT SHOW. TOM MCHUGH 908-8521964 TMMCHUGH@MSN.COM (5/15)

For Sale-WWII French rebuilt Dodge engine complete in
crate. Engine will not turn over by hand. $1000, call Rand at
(973)-334-1103. (3/15)
For Sale-I am selling my 3/4 ton trailer, no racks or bows
$650, Call Randy 973-219-4499. (3/15)
For Sale-M37 Deep Water Fording Kit NOS (still in wooden
crate) $350. Call Bill @ 315-689-9880 NY (9/14)
For Sale- PA- Siren-Horn. Federal Signal PA-300 complete with
high power 200-watt dual-horn speaker, microphone, and manual.
Siren has wail, yelp, and hi-lo settings. Runs on 24 volts. This goes
for $250-$300 on eBay. Yours for only $125. Dave Ahl,
swapmeetdave@aol.com, 973-285-0716.

For Sale-M35A2, a great running w/camo paint Deuce. Has
heater Jatonka fuel 7 oil filters, straight tailgate, new vinyl cab
soft top. Has air shift front axle. Asking $5500 or best offer.
Call Vinny, cell:973-476-9544, home:973-635-2404. (10/13)
For Sale-Assortment of M-35 and M-135/211 parts. Please
email your requests to ajtucophc@comcast.net
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For Sale-Mil Spec primers and paints, OD and Camo. WWII
Jeep frames, front, rears, transmissions, PTOs, GI grease
and oils. Call Paul Wadeson at (607)-637-2275.
For Sale-2-1/2 ton Vietnam era troop seats, muliti fuel, bows
& winch. Runs great, needs a little cab work, $3500. Ben
Hale Trailer - 1 ton with bows, lightly rusted, $300. 1968 M725
Ambulance - very nice shape - everything is there. Rear gas
heater, fresh paint, European tires, $3,500. M37 parts,
complete truck, part out with winch. Halftrack parts - call for
your needs hood, doors, radiators, rims, winch, lights, cab
parts, armor, electrical etc. Call Dave @917-567-6419, NY
For Sale-1952 M37 for parts, no engine, 1951 M37 in mint
shape, heat, winch, troop seats, 1968 M725 Jeep ambulance
in great shape, 1-ton trailer with bows, 2.5-ton w/winch, multifuel, troop seats, runs great, needs sheet metal work. I’m
looking for halftrack parts, T16 carrier parts, 105 MM
Howitzer. I will buy train wrecks for cash.!! , or trade call
me Dave at 1-917-567-6419.
For Sale-I have just received some of the adjustable legs for
the rear of the M-101, ¾-ton trailers. These are new in the
box (NOS), CARC color, $40 each plus shipping. I'm in Zip
21071 (Maryland). E-mail at glengar@verizon.net, if
interested. Tim Clark.
For Sale: Looking for a military vehicle? From projects to
ground-up Restorations and everything in between!
Check out:
WWW.USMILITARYVEHICLES.COM
Wanted-b5 rims, from ’67 to ‘69 - M715 - Jeep Gladiator or
International 5/4 Ton Truck, I understand these rims have the
following features; 16” x 6.5”,with 6 - 5/8” lugs on a 7.25” Bolt
Circle. They have a 5.5” Center Hole for the Hub Locks, and
typically have a 6.5“offset. Call Robert 201-226-9289,
SaddleBook, NJ. (8/15)
Wanted: Early MB parts- I am looking for a pair of MB, 8 leaf
front leaf springs, windshield frame, rear seat, small mouth
gas tank, solid disk wheels. Call Mark Burghardt at 973-9061069 or email: markkb@optonline.net. (8/13)
Wanted-For M725 drivers compartment pull out style heater
control cables, knobs are marked “heat, defrost and fresh air”.
Marc Ziegler (973) 263-1923.
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The next MTA monthly meeting
will be held on Thursday, October 1st,
7:30PM at the Whippany American
Legion Hall, Legion Place, Whppany.
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